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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length __ ____ l Dleter __________________ Dl foot (or Dlile) ___ ___ ___ ft (or ml) Tim.e ____ __ __ t second ______ ___ ________ s second (or hour) ______ _ sec (or hr) 
Force ____ ____ F weight of 1 kilograDl _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (Dletric) _____ 
-- --------
horsepower ____ ______ _ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilODleters per hOUL _____ kph Dliles per hour ________ Dlph Dleters per second _____ __ DlpS feet per second __ __ ____ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass= W 
Momenf of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Ooefficient of viscosity 
II Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 15° 0 
and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient GL = q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient GD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient GDO = ~s 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient GDt= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient GDP= ~s 
Gross-wind force, absolute coefficient Go= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
a 
E 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where 1 is a linear dimen-
JJ. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° 0, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
An~le of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) -
Flight-path angle 
799644- 49- 1 
- - - - -
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THE NACA HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERA 
OPTICAL COMPENSATION AT 40,000 PHOTOGRAPHS PER SECOND 
By CEARey D. MILL}}R 
S MMARY 
The principle oj operation oj the N lOA high-speed camera i 
completely explctined. This camera, operating at the rate of 
;"0,000 photographs per second, took the photographs pTe ented 
in numerous N .110 1 repvrts concerning combustion, preignition, 
and knock in the spark-ignition engine. 
NJany design deta?·ls ate presented and discussed, but details oj 
an entirely conventional nature are omitted. The inherent 
abel'rations oj the camera a~'e discussed and pal'tly evaluated. 
The Jocal-plane- hutter effect of the camera i explained. 
Photographs of the camera are pre~ented. Some high-speed 
motion pictures oj jamiliar object - photoflash bulb ,firecracker , 
camera hutter- are reproduced as an illustration of the quality 
oj the photographs taken by the camera. 
INTRODU TIO 
The JACA high- peed mOLion-picture camera was in-
v nLed in February 1936 at the Langley Field laboratory 
becau e of a demonstrated need for a fa tel' camcra th'1n 
was commercially available for u e in the tudy of park-
ignition ngine knock. A detailed de ign of the camera wn. 
prepared during 1936 and 1937. The firsL working camera 
was con tructed at the Iorfolk .avy Yard during 193 , 
and this camera operated successfu lly at the first te t on 
D ecember 16, 193 , at Langley Field. Aellitional camera 
ha\~e ince been constructed according to the same des ign. 
ince the flr t test, the camera ha been 1I ed by the N ACA 
in the tudy of combu tion and Imock in the cylinder of 
internal-combu tion engine , both with spark ignition and 
compre ion ignition. During thi~ 6-yea1' period, the camera 
ha given dependable trouble-free service. Some of th e 
photograph taken ·with the amera during thi period have 
been publi hed in reference 1 to 6, and others are noL yeL 
publi hed. The high-speed photographs presented in two 
technical films (references 7 and ) were also taken witb 
tbi camera. 
The camera has been operated at rates up to 40,000 
photograph per econd. The camera i probably capable 
of operating afely at 80,000 photoO"raph per econd \\~ith 
only light modification. Ina much a the ad \~antages to be 
obtained from higher speeds increase only approximately 
a the 100"arithm of the peed, it has not appeared worth 
while to modify the C'1mera for operation at 80,000 photo-
graph pel' secon 1. 
The camera i of the optical-compen ator type, in which 
the photosen itive film is moved at a con tant peed and the 
Ll cce ive photographic imaO"es are caused to move in the same 
direction and at the sa.-ne speed as the film by opLical means. 
When picture-taking rate become so high that it is not prac-
ticable to stop the fi lm du ring the ex'})osure of each photo-
graph, as with the Lanclarcl typc of motion-pictul'e camcra, 
it b come ncce ary eiLher to usc optical compensalion to 
hold the photoO"raphi · image tationary relaLive to Lhe 
mo ving film or to xpo e cach photograph by a ligh t flash 
of llch short duralion Lbe fi lm doc not have time to move 
appreciably during th expo ure. 
A Yery con id erable number of optical-compen ating de-
vices a re known and everal of them h ave been more or less 
succe sfully used. The bibliographies presented in reference 
9,10, and 11 indud literature de cribing many of the known 
device. 
In any camera de igned to take photograph at very high 
ratc , compromi cs mu t be made between variou de irable 
but conflicting characteri tics. The principle involved in 
Lhe ACA high- peed moLion-picture camera ha been found 
to allow an exceptionally ati factory compromi e between 
the following characteri tic: 
High optical pee 1 
High mechanical pced 
Good defmition 
Freedom fr m eli tortion 
Freedom from blurring due to motion of imaO"e with 
1"e pect to film 
Adaptability to \~ariou types of photography and 
various type of u bj ect matter 
Large number of pictures that can be c:\-po ed in one 
sequence 
ingle point of view for all photograph of a equence 
Possibility of projecting photograph a ex-po ed without 
reprinting 
implicity and ruggedn ess of construction 
Economy of con truction 
Economy in the u e of photographic film 
The rugged con tru tion and the remarkable implicity 
of the camera a sure year of trouble-free operation. In-
a much as the camera has only one movinO" part a rotatinO" 
"" b lrum, there is no pos ibility of wear except in the ea ily 
replaceable ball bearing that support th rotating drum. 
Barring accident, the useful life of the camera is therefore 
indefmitely long. 
1 
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The present paper completely e}..-plains the principle of 
operation of the camera and design details that are of peci91 
intere t but does not include design detail that are of a 
conventional nature. orne misccllaneou example of 
photograph taken with the camera are presentcd. 
DESIGN DETAILS 
OPTICAL SY TEM 
Over-all view of optical system.- The ACA high- peed 
motion-picture camera operate on the optical-compen ator 
prin iple; the photosensitive film i kept continuou ly in 
motion and the photographic image are moved with the 
film by optical mean in uch a manner that each image re-
mains stationary relative to the film during the time of it 
expo ure. 
A cross section of the camera expo inO' the optical ystcm 
i shown in figure 1. The optical elements that impart mo-
Obj ective 
lens .------'"", 
Firsf r e-
focusi ng lens .--- ----
Second re-
focusing lens .. - - --' 
o 
FIG {; JlE 1.- Cross ~CtiOD of optical systrm of N A C A higb-speed motion-pictlllr camera. 
tion to the photographic images arc gla pri m , which will be 
explained in detail later. The e prisms, eacb constiLu ting 
e sentially it pail' of mirrors, are arranged in a continuol! 
row around the inner urface of a rotating drum a shown in 
figure I, at !1 raciius slightly Ie s than 9 inche. The photo-
sensitiye film is canicci on the inner Ul'face of the sam rotat-
ing drum, alongside the gla pri ms. The film i at tb e 
outermost edge of the eh'um, the prisms being placed fartber 
inward 0 that their centrifugal force will impose a smaller 
cantileyer tress on the drum ledge. Th drum with its 
haft, pri m , and photo en itiye film constitutes the only 
moving part of the camera. 
The camera has lhree tationary len es, mOlllllecl on the 
axe AA and BB, a shown in figLu'e 1. The axes AA and BB 
aod the axis of rotation 00 of Lhe clrum arc all in a single 
plane. Each of the gla s pri~m carried by the drum passes 
across the int r ection of axe AA and BB a the drum rotates , 
The axis B B pas e through the photo en i tive film on the 
ide of the rotating drum oppo, ite the poin t where that axis 
passes tlu'ough thp glass prisms, that i , oppo ite the point of 
intersection of axe AA and BB. 
The obj ective lens form a primary image of the object 
that is to be photographed at the poin of intersection of axes 
AA and BB. Each of the glas. prisms, a it pa . es through 
thi poin t of inter ect ion , reflects the light beam coming from 
the objecLive len . The r eflected beam pa, e through the 
first and second re focusing len e , wbich form a secondary 
image on the photosCD iLive film every time a glass prism 
crosses the in ter ection of axe A A and B B. 
Each of the gla prisms not only reflects the light beam 
bu t imparts a tran latory motion to it, and the two stationary 
refocusing len e hown in figure 1 modify the motion of the 
liO'ht beam in such a manner that the image form ed on the 
mo \-ing film are stationary relative to that film . Each o-lass 
pri m tran late the reflec ted b eam in a direction normal to 
the axi of the beam wi thou l appreciable rotation of the beam 
about any axi. Thi tran latory motion imparted to the 
reflected beam by the glas prism is in the arn e direction as 
the motion of the pri m it elf and i twice a fa t a the 
moLion of the prism . Because of the tran latol'Y mo tion 
imparted to the l' fl ected beam, if the prinlary image form ed 
by the objective lens i ob en -ed by the liO'hL of the reflected 
beam that image will ha\"e the appearance of moving in the 
, arne direction a the prism and twice a fa t. Ina mu ch 
as the two refocusing len es and the photo en itive film 
" ee" the primary inlage by the ligh t of the reflected beam, 
they will treat the primary image in all re pect a if it 
actually were moving- in the arne direct ion a the O'lass prism 
and twice a fa t as the glass prism. The econdary image, 
form ed on the photo ensiliye film by the refocusing lenses, 
is inverted with 1'e pect to the primary image a seen by the 
light of the refl ec ted beam , inasmuch a no inlage i formed 
between the two refocll ing lense to cause a double inver ion. 
For this rca on , the secondary image moyo in the direction 
opposite to the motion of the primary image a seen by the 
light of the reflected beam, 01' in the ame direction as the 
pho tosensitiye film on which the secondary image is form ed. 
Wi th the optical sy tem trea ted for tbe pre ent a if the 
emul ion on the phoLosen itive film and th e intersection of 
axi AA wit.b axi BB were equidi tant from the axi of 
rotation 00 of the drum, the focal length of the two re-
focusing len e are so chosen and their po itions along the 
axi B Bare 0 adj u ted that the secondary imagr falling on 
t.he photosensiti v film i half a large, in any lin eal' dimel1-
ion, as th e primary image formed by the objectiYe len . 
The econcIary image, being half as large a. the primary 
image, move baH a fast a the primary image. If the 
speed of tbe photo, ensitive film is de ignated v, then the 
peed of the glas prism i also v; the peccI of the primary 
image as viewed by the light of the reflected beam is 2v; and 
the speed of the secondary image is ~X2v=v or the. arne a 
the peed of the photosensitive film. 
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Because of drum- tre s considerations, thE' glas prisms 
were placed slightly clo e1' to the axis of rotation 00 than 
was tbe supporting ledge for the photosensitive film. For 
this reason, in order to make the peed of t he secondary 
image equal to the peed of the emulsion on the photosen i-
tive film, it wa neces ary tlr~ fuo. . ~e of the econ lary 
image be made very slightly grea·ter tha'll ha1t"'tLii ize· ofe-he ' 
primary image. By a careful trial-and-elTor adj ustment of 
t he po iLions of the two refocusing lense along the axi BB, 
it bas been po sible to make the speed of the secondary image 
very clo, ely the ame as the peed of th photo en itive 
emulsion so that tbe secondary image remains stationary 
with respect to tbe emulsion througho ut the t ime of e:;...rposure. 
In any case where the object being pho tographed i moving 
steadily in a sUJ gle direction, the econdary image of the 
moving object can be made stationary with r espect to the 
photosen itive film . In such a ca e tbe camera is so orien ted 
that the mo tion of the object, as seen in tbe primary image 
formed by the obj ective lens, i in the ame di.rection as the 
motion of the gla pri ms. By an appropriate readjustment 
of the position of the fir t and econd r efocu ing len es, the 
econdary image of the movi.ng object can be made tationary 
with respect to the moving fum. With the refocusing len e 
adjusted in thi manner, any station ary object wOlud appear 
somewhat blurred in the photograph produced on the photo-
en itive fUm ; only Lbe steadily moving object would appear 
bal'ply defined. 
Physical form and manner of mounting of the optieal-
compensating elements,- One of the O"la prisms that 
reflect and impart mo Lion to the light beam in the camera is 
hown in three view in figure 2. D e of an optical-compen-
0.15 in. r F 1 
[] _____ ___ __ u_ . ______ ._ .. j K 
f 
FIGVRE 2. 
sating clemen of this type, buL in a different mannel', was 
propo cd in 1 9 by Mortier (reference 12) and the clement 
has been used Ul other de ign since that t ime (reference 13 
to 16). Faces D, G, and H of the pri m are optically poli h eel 
and face G and H are coated ,,-ith an aluminulll film for 
back-surface reflection. Face E ancl F and the prism eJlCls 
J and K are rough-ground. The manner of mOlll1ting (.he 
gla prisms in the rotating drum is made clear in figures 3 
and 4. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged sketch of ection C-C from fi gure 
1, with an auxiliary view of a portion of the eh·um, the aLL\: ili-
ary view having tbe conven tional relation hip to Lhe sketch 
of section C-C. Both the ectioD C-C and the aLL"Xiliary 
view are drawn with only on e glas prism in talled. Figure 4 
c 
'- .-
Prism-suppor ting l ands 
Circum f erential 
abutment - ___ _ 
Film ledge- __ 
rT"";'7""I'+'b-~ 
C 
_J 
AUXIliary view af a 
single mounted pris m 
with porhons of 
adjacent p r ism seats 
,-Drcum ferentiol 
,. abutment 
./ Circumferential 
A-_'--. ~-r""l grooves 
Section C- C (see a l so fi9.1) 
FIGORE 3. 
is an enlarged ketch of section L- L from figure 3, showing 
the V-notched pri m- upporting land with two of the gla 
prisms in place. 
The details of the eats for the glass prisms (figs. 3 and 4) 
can probably best be explained in term of machining opera-
tions. In the turning of the drum a land, a little mOl ethan 
}~ inch wide, wa provided around the inner sLU"face of the 
drum in order tha t the prism seats would no t have to be 
cut in to the body of the eh·um, \veakening it in the canti-
lever sense. The three cu:cumferential groove indicated in 
figure 3 were then tLU"ned by cutting into the X-inch-wicLe 
land. After the e three grooves were tLU"ned, all that re-
mained of the X-inch-wide land were the two circumferen tial 
ab utments and the two prism- upporting lands indicated in 
figure 3. The next, and final, machining operation \Va the 
milling of V -shaped no tche in each of the two prism-
uppor ting lands, as sho wn infigw·e 4. 
.. --- --- --- ·V-notch in prism -
!,\Pr/sma 
I , 
Secti on L-L, fi9.3 
FIGURE 4. 
supporting land 
'--Bottom surfaces of 
circumferential grooves· 
After the machining operations were completed and tbe 
clrum wa balanced and mOLlll ted, the glass pri ms were 
in er ted iD the V -shaped no tches in the prism-suppor t ing 
lands in the manner shown in figures 3 and 4. E ach pri m 
was pIn ed with one end in contact with the circumferential 
abutment nearer th e film ledO"e in order to oppo e the com-
ponent of centrifugal force tendinO" to cause the prisms to 
slide Icngthwi e in their upport. 
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The two prism-supportmg land were 0 po itioned lhat 
lhe maximum bending stress in the gla s pri m at the two 
point of UppOl't would be eq ual to the maximum bendLng 
stres in the pri ms at a po in t halfway between the two 
poinLs of sup port. This arrangemen t produced the lowe t 
maximum stre pos ible wiLh two points of supporL. 
In ODe mounting of tbe pri ms in the clnlffi, eac h prism 
wa simply laid in po iLion in lhe V-notche and kepL there 
th compre ion of a \"Cry mall neoprene eli k. The 
.' neoprene di k \m cemenLed lo one end of the pri m and wa 
;'.>' com pre cd beLween the prism end and the clrcumferenlial 
.~,' abutmenL farther from the fUm ledge. In another mounting 
tbe neoprene di k was eliminated and each prism was 
cemented in iL V-notch. 
Some optical features of the compensating element.-
A pri m of the type hown in figure 2 ha a n umber of well-
known characteri tic thaL must be horne in mind in alJY 
study of the optical y Lem of lbe camera. The mo t 
important of the e characteri stics is the one illustraled in 
figure 5. In thi figure a prism, wiLliout lhe face E and F 
G'.'" 
o 
, 
, 
'-- -Emerging roy (second posifion) 
,,---Enterlng ray 
, 
:---Emer9inq roy (first poslf,on) 
I 
F, GV IlE .1 . 
that were included in fi.gul'e 2, is shown in two po ilions: the 
first po ilion repre ented by the full line, wi III prism faces 
designated D, G, and H; and the second position repn'srnted 
by the clashed line, with pri sm faces de ignated D', G', and 
H '. A lationary enlering ray of light i shown in the ame 
po iLion for both prism po iLions. 'Yith the fir t prism 
po ition, lhe entering ray is reflected fU'st from p)'i m fare 
G, then from prism face H, thence out of Ule pri m. 'With 
lite prism in tbe second posi tion, the entel'ing ray of light 
first strikes pri m face H', then face G', and thence out of the 
pri m. A can eas ily be shown by simple geometri c p rin-
ciple , the eparation belween the emerging ray for the two 
pri m position i always equal to 2x where the eparation 
belween the two prism position is x. It is therefore apparent 
thaL the emerging ray receive a tran latory motion in the 
same direction as the prism motion and at Lwice the peed of 
the prj m. It is this effect thaL imparts a tran laLory motion 
to lhe primary image in the camera as seen by lhe ligh t of 
the refle 'Led beam. 
In figure 5, the ray of light is shown following t,,-o clifFeren t 
coW' e through the prism: In the first co urse Lhe ray trike 
face G before it trikes fa e H ; in the second cour e, far e H 
before face G. The reversal of the CO ll rse oc ur a t the 
instant lhe in tersection of face G and H c['os es the entering 
ray. There i no break in the velocity of translation of the 
emmgiug ray at the insLant thi reversal of the CO llI ". e occurs. 
Figure 6 illusLraLe the formation of a double image re-
lJting from the in evilftble inaccuracy in the 90 0 dihedral 
6 
F,G URE 6 . 
,r- [mergmg ray 
, (second course) 
.,- - Image of" arrow t-.. (s e cond course) 
__ ~- Lens 
---Arrow 
L 
----Image of arrow 
, (f"irst course) 
"--Emerging roy 
(firs t course) 
angle of the glass pri m. ~\n obj ect ive len hOlVn that is 
a sumed to be focusing a primary image of an arrow, the 
primary image not occW'ring, however , wi Lhin t.he glass 
prism but in the reflected beam at a eli Lance l from the 
pri m. Only one ray of light i hown pa inO' from the 
point of the arrow through the objective lens and into (.he 
gla pri m. The pri m i hown with an angle of 90 0 +0 
between faces G and H, attainmen t of a pet'fec 90 0 angle 
being a practical impo ibility. The po ition of face H for 
an accurate 90 0 anO'le is shown by the elashed line Ha. Two 
emerging ray arc hown. The upper emerging ray i based 
on the a ' umption that the entermg ray first s(.ruck face H 
at an in fini Le imal d istance below the inter ecLion of faces 
G and H, and then struck face G and wa reflected 0ut of 
the prism. The lower emergmg ray is ba cd on .Lhe assump-
tion tuat the ray followed Lhe oppo iLe COlli' e through the 
prj m, fir L sLriking face G at an infinilesimal eli Lance above 
the inter ection of face G anel H. A can readily be hown, 
the two emerging ray diyerge by an angle of 415 and two 
image of the arrow will therefore be found with a eparation 
between thrm equal to 4lD. Thi treatmell L has i()'norecl the 
refractive effe ct of face D of the prism. In ca es where l is 
large comparecl wi th the pri m depth el, as shown in figure 
6, taking th refractive effect into account in crea es the 
separation between the two images from 4lo Lo ap l'oximately 
4nlD for mall value of 15, n being the index of refraclion. 
The separat ion 4nlD OCClU'S also if the primary image is 
foe used in the enLering beam before the' light l'eaebcs the 
inter eclion of faces G and H. B ecau e of the eparalion of 
the imagrs formed by light following the two difrcrenl course 
tlu'ough the p ri m , 4lD mu t be made a mall a po ible 
by making l a small a possible; thaL is, hy fOCLl ing the 
primary image a nearly fi po ible at tbe line of in lel'section 
of faces G ancl H of the prism. 
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The characteristic of thc optical-compcnsating clement 
illu trateel in figUl'e 7 make clear why the ineident and 
reflected b eam in th e cam('ra had to lie in a plane normal 
to Lhe direction of motion of th(' prisms rather than in a 
plane containing the lin e of moLion of the prisms. In thi 
figure an entering ray is hown making an angle wi th a 
normal to the face D. The ('merginO' ray can easily be 
hown Lo be parallel to the en tering ray. With a 90 0 angle 
beL\q:'en pri m faces G and H, it i no t po sible to form an 
angle be Lween the entering and emerging ray if the two 
rays form a plane containing the lin e of mo ion of th e prism, 
thaL i , Lhe plane of th e paper in figure 7. 
G 0 
'--Emerging roy 
F IGUUE 7. 
The entering and emerging ray are, of course, displaced 
from each other laterally. In a practical ca thi lat ral 
di placement could be u cd to eparate Lh e in ciden t and 
reOecL('d beams, that i , to cause the reflectf'd beam to pass 
Lhrough the refocusing lense rather than to go back into 
th e obj ective lens, only if the pri m were very large rell1tive 
Lo the len dimen ions. Th large ize of the prism woulJ 
r educe Lhe pictme-taking ra te to a mall fraction of that 
ac tually obtain ed. 
In fi O' ul'e app aI'S a two-view sketeh of tb e refl ec tion of a 
o 
--- - - - e m erging ray 
c(r Plane n or mal to line 
\ ,/ of intersection of 
__ ___ ::: ___ ________________ __ ____ X __ ~: __ _':rtsm fa ces G and H 
~~ I 
G- ~ 
('rner9ing roy 
: 
· 
· 
· enter /ng ray 
F IGURE . 
_ -enterin9 ray 
li gh t ray entering th prism at a con idel'abl e angle to a plane 
that i normal to the line of inter ection of prism face G 
and H. Al thougb in the lower view of figure Lhe entering 
and emer'ging ray ar only laterally di placed from each 
other , in the uppe'r view th ey make an angle with each oLher. 
In the upper vi w Lhe angle of incidenc j equal Lo the 
angle of refl ection a measLU.'eel from the plane normal to the 
in tel'section of prism face G and H. It is thi angul ar di -
placemen t that i Ll ed to eparate tb e inciden L from tbe 
J'eflec te 1 beam in Lhe camera. 
Figure 9 illu trate tb e need for the two rou sh-O'round and 
black-pain Led pri sm face E and F. .\. bj cLiv 1 n of 
large aperture arc omeLime u eel in the camera, orne ligh t 
ray make a rather con iclerable angle wi th the normal to 
Lhe prism fa e D. vYiLhout Lhe side face E and F orne of 
lhese obliqu e rays may, as show11 in the upper view of 
G 
H 
E 
G 
H 
F 
o 
D 
Em erging roy 
. 
, 
enter ing ray 
Ifnt er ing ray 
- - - - - - Ray absorbed b'y rac e F 
F IGURE 9. 
figLU'e 9, reflecL from face G to face D to face H and thence 
out of th e pri m Lo Lh e \VTong place on the photosensiLive 
film . 'iVi th th Lype of prism actually used in Lhe camera, 
a hown in the lower view of figme 9, such an oblique ray 
r efl ect from face G Lo face D to face F and i Lhere ab orbed. 
The side faces E and F al 0 have th e efl'(' ct of materially 
thickening Lhe prism and thereby iucrea ing it re i tan ce 
to bending stres call ed by centrifugal force. 
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Figure 10 illustrate th e nearly nil effect of rotating the 
pri m about the line of inLer ection of face G and H. 
Wheth er the prism i in the full-line po ition with face D, 
G, and H, or in the da hed-line position with face D/ ,G I, 
and H' , the emerging ray come out of the pri m along the 
arne lin e, if the refracting effect of face D is neglected. 
The refracting effect of face D actually impart a slight 
G' 
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· 
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FIGURE 10 
molion lo th e primary image a een by the reflected beam, 
a th e pri m rotate , in the ame manner as wi th the rolating 
pri m of the camcra descr ibed in reference 17. Thi mo tion 
only alLers lightly t he r eduction ratio required betwecn the 
primary and secondary images in Lhe camera. The motion 
i no L quite lin eal' wi th the angular displacemen t of the pri m, 
but the total angle tlu'oughou t which the prism rotate 
during the expo llre of the photograph is so mall that the 
departure from linrari ty i an unimportant effect. 
.\ rotational chal'aeLeristic of he gla pri m that mu I, be 
considered in a study of the optical y tem of the amera i 
M ___ _ 
M __ 
- , - -, - - -1-----''-,,1 
FIGURE 11. 
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illu trated in fi O' Ul'c 11. Thi figure how the pri m in t " -0 
po iLion roLated from each other throllgb an angle of 90° 
about the axi M M, A hypothetical image i hOW11 It 
seen in the beam en Lering Lhe prism and in the beam leaving 
the pri m, for boLh the first and econd prism position . 
Although the imao-e a een in the enU'ring beam i tbe arne 
for both prism po itions, the image as een in Lhe emerging 
beam is rotated through 1 0° by the 90° rotation of the 
prism. Just a Lran latory motion of the pri m in the proper 
direction impart tran latory motion to the reflecle 1 beam 
in tbe same direction and at twice the peed, rotation of the 
pri m about the axi M M impart rotation to the reflec ted 
beam in lhe arne lirection and ",it.h L,,-i'e the angular 
yciocity. Thi efrec l mLl l be con idered in a SLLlly of the 
optical y tern of the camera becau e' there i a mall com-
ponent of roLation of the prism about tb e axi M M during 
t.he e:q)o ure of the photogmph . 
A fiual characteri tic of the gla pri m lhat i nece salT to 
a complete Ullcler Landing of the camera j it eHee L of invert-
ing the reflec ted beam of light. The beam i inverted about 
a neutral plane containing the axi M M and the 90° pri m-
face i.11 tel'~ection , a hown in the upper view of figure ] L It 
i fundamentally thi property of llwel ion of tit reflected 
beam about a neutral plan e, the neutral plan moviu o- with 
the pri m at the same speed as Lhe prism, that auses th(' 
re.ae ted beam Lo receive a motion of tran laLion in the arne 
direction and at twice the peed of the pri m. Any optical 
clement that either reflect or tran mit a beam of lighL, and 
at the arne time invert that beam about a neutral plane 
fixed with re pect to the optical elemen t it elf, \ ill have the 
same effect of imparting tran latory motion lo the ref! ctcc\ 
or transmitted beam. An example of a tmnsmiLLin o- clemen t 
that producr thi efrect i hO\\11 i.n figltl'r 12. 
Image in 
",cldent beam 
TransmItting 
Surface 
Dpa9ue surfac e 
Infcrl']ally refl e cfin9 
. surfoces Ima9c in 
fransmitt ed beam 
Neutral 
pla.ne o f beam 
InverSIon 
"'TransmJ/ 1,n 9 
Sur/ace 
Opague surface 
'-Internally r eflecfin9 surface 
FIGL'RE 12. 
It hould be unclel lood that the beam-inycrLing efl'ect of 
the pri m u cd in the camera i not the amc a the right-to-
lefl inyer ion commonly thought to exi I, with ordin ary plane 
mirror . \Yilh normal incidence the ordinary plane mi1'1'or 
doc .not actually inycr t Lhe light b am either from right to 
lefl or from lop to boLtom. ,\hat it actually doe i only to 
reyel e the direction of the beam, 01' to invcrt the beam from 
front to buc-k. The neutral plane of the ilwersion i the 
plane of lhe mirror urfaee it elf. In a camera with a ingle 
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plan mirror interposed between the lens and the fum, ina -
much as only one inver ion of the beam occurs, from front to 
back with normal incidence, a mirror image i produced on 
the film if the image i vie'Ned in the conventional manner 
from the back ide of the film. With the camera here under 
discu ion, however , th re are always two r eflection and wo 
inversions. The r eflected beam i not only inverted from 
fron t to back but also from top to bot tom . The image pro-
duced on the film i con equen tly a true image of the obj et 
a in a conventional camera, no t a mirror image. 
Lenses used in the camera.- Many differen t len es have 
been u cd in the camera a obj ec tives. Once the two r e-
focu ing 1 nse are properly adjusted, the obj ective lens may 
be cbanged at, will without any need of altering Lhe adj u t-
ment of the r efocu inoo len e . It i only necessary that the 
obj ective len be adju ted to form a primary image a t the 
inter ection of axe AA and BB. (ee fig. 1.) 
The de ioon of the camera places a limitation on the ba Ie 
focu of the obj ctive lens, in that t he obj ective len mu t not 
physically interfere too much with the light beam reflected 
from th moving pri ms. The d . ign al 0 place a limit.ation 
on the usable relative aperture of the obj ective lens. Thi 
limitation on l' lative aper tm e i twofold: first, th e phy ical 
limitation due to election of the malle t f a ible angle, about 
27°, between axes AA and BB ; econd, the limited capacity of 
the aper tm e of the refocusing lenses to transmit the light 
from a large-apertme obj ective. 
The lower limit of back focus is about 1 inch , with a rela tive 
apertme of f/3. A len meeting these specification would 
r quire a pecial mOlll1ting uch that almost the entire diam-
eter of len and moun would be u eful apertme. The obj ec-
tive lens actu ally u ed for all the chlieren photogi'apb of 
combustion and lmock presented in reference 1 to 6 wa a 
plain cemen ted doublet with a back focu of 2Ys inche . and a 
r elative ap ertme of about f/5. The high- peed motion pic-
tme Lhat will be presen ted in thi r eport were taken with a 
more highly corrected photographic Objective having a focal 
length of 5 in e-hes and a r elative aper ture of f/3. 
o very definite formula can be set for election of th e 
two r efocu ing len e , which mu t be well-corrected photo-
graphic len e with undi torted field s. If only on refocu ing 
len had been u cd, instead of two , its aper ture would have 
had to be very much larger than the ap er ture of the two 
r efocu ing len e that were actually used, in order to tran mi t 
all the ligh t received via the moving pri m from the objective 
lens. The larger diameter for the ingle lens would hav 
been und esirable for two rea ons: fu· t, because uch large 
len e are much more difficult to obtain commercially than 
the mailer len es; econd , becau e the larger diameter would 
have required a wider ro tating drum, cr ating greater canti-
lever Lre e. 
A fur ther advantage of u ing two r efocusing len is that 
commercially available lense may be used with approxi-
mately the conj lJO"ate foci for which they were de igned, tha t 
is, infinity and the principal focu . A len was cho en a the 
fu' t refo cusing lens having a fo cal length approximately 
twice tha t of the second I' foeu ing len . (ee fig. l. ) With 
thi combination of focal length , the nec sary ratio of 2 
799644-49- 2 
between the ize of the primary image and that of the econd-
ary imao-e was obtained .approxinlately with the primary 
image a t the principal focus of the fir t refocu ing lens and 
the econdary image at the principal fo cus of the econd 
refo cu ing len . Tbe fu· t refocusing len , con equ ently, 
forms a virLual unage a t infinity, and Lhe econd r efocu ing 
len u e thi vu·tual image at infinity a it obj ect . The fir t 
r efocu ing len is u ed backward Ul the sense that the light 
pa es throuooh it in the oppo ite direction to the conventional. 
It j used in the correct manner , however , ina much a th e 
near focu i on the correct ide of the len . 
After a d cision wa made that two rcfocu ing len e should 
be used, the [11' t having approximately twice the focal 
length of the cond , an infinit number of combinations of 
focal length till r emain d. In the election of a combina-
tion from the ulfinite number of pos ible combinations, a 
number of factor had to be taken into account. Fu' t cal-
culations were made on the ba i of th aperture required 
to transmit all light from the 5-inch-focal-length, f/3 obj ec-
tiv. It wa found that with hort fo cal length of the 
rcfocu ulg len e I th aperture of the econd rcfocu ing len 
had to be unrea onably large and that with long focal 
lengths the aperture of the fu' t refocu ing len had to be 
large. Th greater commercial availability of hort-focal-
lenoo th len e with mall f-numbers than of long-focal-length 
len e with mall f-numb er had to b con idered. The 
rela tive qualities of definition of the available len es of 
different f-numb ers were important. 
In the earlist operation of the camera a first r efocu ing 
len of 7 -inch focallengtb and f/3 relative aperture was u ed ; 
the econd refo cu inoo lens was of 3}~-inch focal length and 
f/ l. 5 relative ap erture. Thi combination, according to 
calculation , would tran mit all the ligh t that pas ed through 
the 5-inch , f/3 obj ectiv len xcept the unavoidable 10 e 
from absorption and reflection at glas -air urface . These 
lenses did no t prove to have good enough definition and, in-
a mu ch a the a\Tailable light proved to be more than ample, 
a decision wa made to acrifice aperture in favor of defmi-
tion. A 7 -incb-focal-length and a 3 1~-inch-focal-length 
Bau ch and Lomb inephor len , each of about f/2.9 relative 
aperture, w re obtain d and the e 1 n e have been u cd a 
fu· t and se ond r fo cusing len e throughou t the pa t 5 
year . The ligh t tran mission ha been adequate for the 
taking .of the chlieren pho tographs presented in r eference 
1 to 6, wi th 100- to 500-watt incancle cent proj ection lamp . 
The definition has be n quite adequa t for th cien tifi 
purpo e for which the camera was intended and ha been 
used. 
Photosensitive film.- The camera was de iooned to u e 
standard ingle-widLh -millimeter motion-picture film , per-
fora ted on one ide only . The film i placed around the 
in ide of the rota ting drum by hanel , through a 4-incb-
diameter hand hole Ul the camera ell.. ing. The film i held 
about the inner edge of the drum by aluminum-alloy pegs 
pre cd into hole in the inner surface of the drum, one peg 
for every 12 perforaLion in the film , 31 pegs in all. When 
the film i m unLed in the drum, it usually t nel s to loop 
away from the drum between ome of the peg, Lhe amoun t 
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of looping depending on the humidity. When tbe drum is 
rotated at the operating speed of 6500 rpm, however, 
centrifugal force eCIns to be adequate to eliminate the loops. 
The film is mounted with about I-inch overlap and care i 
taken that the trailing end of the film laps over the leading 
end rather than vice versa. The backing of the trailing end 
is moistened to cement the end together temporarily. 
o attempt has been made at any time to obtain special 
films for the camera, as the faster comm ercially available 
panchromatic films have proved adequate. 
Aberrations and defects of the optical system.- In all 
known optical-compen ator cameras, designed to operate at 
speeds comparable with that of the camera being described 
here, ome sacrifices of image quality in favor of speed have 
been neces ary. The aberrations of the .rTACA high-speed 
camera will be listed here bu t only partly evaluated. The 
definition of the photographs ha been adequate for the scien-
tilic purposes for which the camera was intended in pite of 
all the aberration. The quality of the definiLion may be 
judged visually by obsen-ation of the photograph of refer-
ences 1 to 6 or of the photographs pre ented in this report. 
Considerable clarity is, of course, unavoidably lost in the 
printed reproductions. 
The aberrations and defect of tbe optical sy tem of the 
camera are as follows: 
1. ,\Vith three lense used in series, the inherent defects are 
almost entirely additive. If pecially de igned lenses were 
used , it might be possible to use clements of one of the 
refocusing len e to compen ate distortions of the other re-
focusing lens, with a consequent reduction. in the total num-
ber of lens elements in the camera and an improvement over 
its present condition . The series of three lenses, however, 
could never be made as good as a ingle lens. With the three 
commercial lenses actually u ed in the camera, the diameter 
of the circles of confu ion of the three len e can probably 
be added together to find the circle of confusion of the com-
bination, the diameter of the circle of confusion being ex-
pressed in each case as a fr!Lction of the image width. 
2. The two refocusing lense , and to ales er degree tbe 
objective lens, are of longer focal length than would be used 
in a conventional -millimeter camera. The longer focal-
length lenses, in general, have larger circles of confu ion than 
lenses of the same relati ve aperture and shorter focal length . 
3. Any curvilinear distortion introduced by the two 
refocu ing len es, unless the distortions are mutually com-
pensating, w.ill not merely produce curvilinear distortion in 
the photographic image bu t will cause a blurring of the 
photographic image . The blurring is caused by the fact 
that both primary and econdary image move across the 
fields of the fir t and second refocusing lenses, respectively, 
during e~.'posure. 
4. The glass prisms and also the photo ensitive film are not 
actually moved in a straight line across t.he light beam but 
on the arc of a circle. This defect could be largely corrected 
by the designing of pecial curved-field lense for u e as 
refocu ing len e. This defect adds about 0.0007 inch to 
the circle of confusion in the finalunage or about 0.5 percent 
of the height of a frame on the 8-millimeter film. 
5. As e)l:plained, the primfLry image must be formed at the 
intersection of faces G and H of the gla s prism in order to 
avoid doubling of image due to inaccuracy of the 90° prism 
angle. (ee fig. 6. ) However , ina much as the axi of the 
objective lens AA (fig. 1) cannot be made perpendicular to 
the intersection of pri m face G and H, it i not po sible 
for all parts of the primary image to fOCll at the inter ection 
of pri m faces G and H. The 90° angle of the pri ms u ed 
in the camera was held ,\-ithin a tolerance of ± 15'. The. 
angle between the len axi AA and the prism-face ultersection 
is about 76 Xo. With the primary-image width of 0.4 incb, 
the maximum doublulg of the image amOlmt to 0.0007 inch 
in the primalY image and 0.00035 inch in the econdary 
image or about 0.23 percent of Lhe height of the frame. 
6. The glass pri ms are set in the rotating drum at an angle 
of 15° with the axis of rotation of the drum. This angularity 
of the prism setting introduce a component of rotation of 
tbe prism about the axi M M (fig. 11), which cau es the image 
to rotate on the :film during expo ure. E)I:pre ed in another 
but les adequate manner, thi aberration i caused hy the 
fact that part of the prism, being at a greater distance from 
tbe axis of rotation, are moving faster than other parts aud 
will therefore impart a fa ter moLion to tbe reflected light 
beam. The maximum effect of this aberration is about 
0.0016 inch in the primary image and about 0.000 ulch in 
the secondary image, or about 0.5 percent of the frame height. 
7. orne ligb t is reflected from bo th ide of face D of the 
gla s pri ms. (ee fig. 2.) J o tran latory motion i im-
parted to this light and it therefore form a blurred tationary 
image on the photo ensiLi' -e film. Thi tationary image 
produce smeared streaks on the film if the light intensity is 
o great as to oyere:q)o e the optically compen ated image. 
In all cases where the optically compensated image was not 
overeXpo ed, the smear caused by the refl tion from prism 
face D ha not been noticeable. This defect could be largely 
overcome by applying antireflection coatinas to the prism 
faces D, but the defect ha not been sufficiently trouble ome 
to justify this measure. 
8. The photo ensitive film makes an angle of about 2° 
witb the axis B B at the point where this axi pa ses through 
the film. Thi angle cause a difficulty U1 focu ing the sec-
ondary unage sharply over its en tu'e area. Thi difficulty 
has been almost entirely oyercome by mounting the e ond 
refocusing lens with it optical axi at an angle of about 2° 
with the axis BB (not a hown in fig . 1) 0 that the optical 
axis of thi lens is perpendicular to the surface of the film. 
The means of adjustulg the position of the econd refo u ing 
lens along the axis B B is such tha the ulter ection of th len 
axis with the axis B B i alway at a point halfway between the 
nodal point of the len. The nodal points in the lenses 
used are very clo e together . 
9. The e).."])o ure time for any point within the photo-
graphic image i equal to the reciprocal of the picture-taking 
frequency; that is, when the exposure of a point i completed 
in one frame, the point immediately begins to be exposed in 
the next succeedulg frame. It has be n pointed Oll t repeat-
e lly (reference 11 and 1 ) that for scientific purpo es the 
exposure tUne should be only a mall part of the total time 
- -~ --~- ~~~~~-----------------------------------
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between ucc sive frame. The expo nre time for any 
point within the image could hMe been reduced in thi 
camera by reducing the ize of Lh e cros ecLion of the 
prism and mounting the pri m in the drum with blackened 
spaces be ween them . Any great reducLion in cro e tion, 
however, would eriously weaken the pri m and would make 
them vpry dillicult to manufacture. The only feasible way 
to redu e the ratio of rxposure time to the total time b Lween 
ucce iv-e frame would ther fore be to reduce the pict ure-
taking rate of the camera without changing Lhe prism de-
sign; that i , imply to remove allernate prisms from the 
camera drum, or to remove two pri m out of e\~ery three, 
and 0 on. The fact that the long relati,e exposure time 
has not been fatal to the ucce sful scient ific u e of the 
camera i evidenced by the work of reference 6. In thi 
r ference, the type of knock commonly encountered in the 
spark-ignition engine i hOW11 Lo be a self-propao-atLng 
di turbance travelino- at the peed of a detonation wave. 
Thi fact could not have been shown from the pho tograph 
if the picture-taking rate had been materially reduced in 
order to reduce the ratio of expo ure time to total time be-
tween frames. 
10. The camera docs not have a framing m echanism, tha t 
i , a provision to prevent one pho tograph from co \~erin o- ucb 
a wide field of view that it overlap the nexL succeeding 
photograph. The absence of a framing deyice i no t a serious 
di advantage in a camera operating at 40 ,000 fram e per 
econd be au e the objects outside the intended field of view 
are rarely ligh ted intensely enough to photoo-raph at this 
peed. In the rare cases where nece ary, an external fram-
ing shield may be erected between the camera and the object 
to be photographed. 
Focal-plane-shutter effect.- The fo cal-plane- hut ter effect 
of the camera might be listed a an aberration, bu t is of 
greater importance than any of the other aberrations. IL has 
been necessary to u e the conclusion developed herein con-
cemino- the focal-plane-shutter effect in the determination of 
knock-de tonation-wave speeds in reference 6. 
The con ventional type of focal-plane hu tter used in a 
high-speed "till" camera con i L of a sort of window 
blind, which is rapidly rolled from one roller to another at 
the time of napping the pho tograph. The e:\.'])an e of 
window blind between the two roller at each instant i 
slightly larger than the area to be e:q)osed on the film and i 
in a plane almo t in contact with the photo ensiti \'e emul ion 
of the film , between the film and the len. The win low 
blind ha a tran vel' e li , usually of adju table wid th , which 
moves rapidly acro the film a the window blind pa e 
from one roller to the other. The mO\Ting narrow sli t 
allows ligh t to pa s through to the film and pro\7ides a \Tery 
short el'..'])o ure time for each individual point in the picture. 
The hut ter ha the di advantage, how vel', that different 
parts of the photograph are el'..'])osed at different times. 
The focal-plane shu tter h9, two und esirabl effects if 
there are any mo tion in the object being pho tograph ed, 
provided that the mo tions as seen in the photographi 
image are of a velocity comparable with the , elocity of the 
lit of the focal-plane shu tter. The fir t of these effects i 
di tor tion of a mO\Ting object; the econd i fal ification of 
the velocity of a moving object. Peculiarly, in pite of 
these effect the focal-plane hutter doe not di tort the 
recorded path of a moving point, 
E ach of the pri ms in the CA high-speed camera act 
a the moving sli t of a focal-plane hutter a it moves acro s 
the light beam approximately in the plane of the primary 
image formed by the objective lens. The focal-plane-shutter 
effect of the pri m i iIlu tra ted in figure 13. In thi figure 
view 1 is an end view of some of the pri m , hown only for 
the pm'po e of a isting the reader to orient views 2 and 3 
of the figure. Views 2 and 3 are taken wi th the prism face 
D ( ee fig. 2) in the plane of the pap r and hould be llllder-
stood to repre eu t one and the ame view of the same prism 
in the arne po ition. The only difference between the two 
view i that view 2 hows a stationary primary image II 
formed by the incident light on the prism from the objective 
lens, whereas view 3 hows the three moving images 11, 12, 
an l 13, formed by prisms PI, P2, and P3, respectively, a 
seen by the light of the reflected beam. 
With the fact in mind that each prism inverts that portion 
of the light beam incident upon it about the pri m center line, 
it will be understood tha t the image as een by the ligh t of the 
reflected b am will be plit into three part as shown by the 
black por tion of the images in view 3. When each of the e 
three parts of the image j used a a basis for construction of 
a complete dashed-line image, a ha been done in vic'w 3, the 
resul t ing three images arc contiguous. These resulting thr e 
images have been de ignated images II, 12, and 13 in the figure, 
according to their formation by prism PI, P2, and P3, r espec-
tively. Inasmuch a each prism transports it corresponding 
image a di tance equal to two prism widths when the prism 
it elf move a di tance equal to one prism width, it is a 
nece ary condition that the pri ill width be exactly half the 
image height jf both successive prisms and uccessive moving 
imsg s are to be contiguous. If either tbe prisms are made 
larger, or the images are made smaller , the ' eries of moving 
images will have blank spaces between them. 
Th e actual velocity of prism motion in views 1 and 2 ha 
been assumed upward. This actual pri m v locity i indi-
cated, above view 2, as Va. In view 3 the velocity V t of the 
moving images i indicated to be in the same direction as 
and at twice the speed of the ab olute velocity of the prisms. 
The velocity 17T of the pri ms r elative to the moving images 
of view 3 i ,a ho'·vn in figure 13, downward at half tbe 
peed of the moving images. A little tudy of figure 13 
sufficien t to show that as each pri m move upward 
aero the tationary image of vi w 2 tbat arne pri m move 
r elatively 10IVnwal'cl across it moving linage in view 3, 
making all parts of the moving image visible from top to 
bottom, ucce ively. 
IL i evident, in view 2 of figw'e 13, that the trailing edge 
of pri m PI coincides wi th th leading edge of prism P2 and 
that the trailing edge of prism P2 coincide with the leading 
edge of pri m P3• When the motion of the prisms r elative 
to the moving images is considered in view 3, however , it is 
foullCl that the trailing edge of pri m PI is separated from the 
leading edge of prism P2 and that the trailing edge of prism 
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View 1 Yiew 2 View 3 
End \'iew of prisms View of prism with prism fa~e D (see fig. 2) in plane of pap~r, and showing single View of prisms with prism face D (see fig. 2) in plane of paper, and showin~ three 
stationary image formed by ligbt ()f incident beam mO\' ing images formed by prisms 1,2, and 3 as seen by Iighl of reflected heam 
PI, prism 1 Ii. stationary image formed by incident light beam 
P2, prism 2 iI, moving image as seen by light reflected from prism 1 
P3, prism 3 1" mO\-ing image as seen by light reflected from pri m 2 
E" actual leading edge of prism 1 la, moving image as seen by light reflected from prism 3 
E" actuallead!ng edge of prism 2-actual trailing cdge of prism I 1,3, portion of image within whicb exposure was completed before prisms reached position 
E" actual lead ing edge of prism 3-actua! trailing cdge of prism 2 shown 
E., actual trailing edge of prism 3 2,4,6, portion of image in process of exposure when prisms are in position ShO\nl 
E" trailing edge of prism 1 relative to moving images 5,7, portion of image within which exposure has nOt yet begun when prisms are in position 
Ea, leading edge of prism 1 relative to moving images- trailing edge of prism 2 relath"'e shown 
to moving images V. actual speed and direction of prism motion 
E" leadin~ edge of prism 2 relative to moving images- trailing edge of prism 3 relative to V; speed and direction of image motion as run by light reflected from prism 
mOTing images V, speed and direction of prism motion relative to moving images 
E., leading edge of prism 3 relative to moving images 
FIGURE 13.- IlIustration of foeal-plane-shutter effect in NACA bigh-speed motion-picture camera. 
P2 is separated from the leading edge of prism P3 by a di -
tance equal to two complete prism width, or a distance 
equal to tbe height of one of tbe moving images. For thi 
rea on, when any point ceases to be expo ed in one frame it 
immediately begin to be expo ed in the next ucceeding 
frame on the film_ The conclusion reacbed from a study 
of figUJ'e 13 and used in reference 6 may be summarized a 
follows: 
1. Each moving prism produces one independent moving 
Image. 
2. Each moving prism acts as a focal-plane-shutter slit 
in the exposure of its image. 
3. The focal-plane-shutter slit width ha half the height of 
the image if tbe moving images arc contiguous. 
4. The motion of the focal-plane-shutter slits relative to 
the moving images is at balf the speed and in tbe opposite 
direction. 
5. Tbe direction of motion of the focal-plane-sbutter slits 
relative to the moving images i away from the previously 
exposed frames toward the frame that are yet to be exposed. 
6. At any in tant the trailing edge of the foeal-plane-
shutter slit in one photographic image is in the same relative 
po ition as the leading edge of tbe focal-plane-shutter slit 
in the next succeeding image. 
ROTATING-DRUM DE IG 
The rotating drum, as een in cro ection in figure 1, 
consists essentially of a central tapered disk with two over-
hanging tapered ledges machined integral witb the periphery 
of the di k. The out ide diameter of tbe drum i 19X inches. 
The tapered drum ledge were the result of an attempt to 
transmit a portion of tbe centrifugal force of the drum to the 
disk by mean of cantilever loading. The purpose of the idle 
ledge, on the opposite ide of the central di k from tbe optical 
ystem, was to balance the cantilever bending moment of the 
utilized ledge. In this manner, warping of the central disk 
is avoided, and such cantilever load a the ledge actually 
transmit to the periphery of tbe di k i a purely radial load . 
The overhang of the drum ledges is so great that the 
advantage obtained by the elaborate design is slight. The 
attempt to utilize cantilever stress in the drum ledge ac-
complished an estimated 25-percent reduction in tbe maxi-
mum stress as compared with a drum of the same diameter 
in which the centrifugal force is carried by the tangential 
stress of the drum alone. The bursting peed was increa ed 
an e timated 15 percent by the utilization of the cantilever 
stre s. 
The method used for designing the drum wa entirely a 
matter of cut-and-try and is not believed to be sufficiently 
pertinent to present in this paper. 
The drum was forged to a shape providing X inch of excess 
metal all around, then machined. The material was 14S- T 
aluminum alloy, having a yield stre s of 65 ,000 pounds per 
square inch. The calculated maximum tre s at the oper-
ating speed of 6500 rpm is approximately 7000 pounds 
per square inch. The calculated peed for yield of tbe drum 
material is therefore about 1 ,000 rpm or about 110,000 
frames per second. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW OF CAMERA 
Figure 14 i a photograph of th e entire camera" tand , and 
elecLl'ical control box. The cast armor-steel drum hou. ing, 
the direct· current, direct-connected driving moLor, and the 
tachometer magneto are bolted Lo a tru ctural teel frame-
work, which is laid inside a larger Lructural steel fram.e \\'ork. 
Th e larger structural teel fra mework j welded to the lea b 
and leg brace, tbu forming a rigid tsnd. Po itioning 
bolL are proyided in the outer structural steel framework , 
t be inn er end of the bolt eating against the inncr truc-
tural ted frame ,'~ork. The po itioning bolt are u cd for 
the finer adjustment of camera po ition and orientation. 
The hutter hown in figw'e 14 is of the conventional type. 
It cover up the objectiv(' Ion 0 that that lens canno t bo 
seen in the photograph . Thi hu tter i timed to remain 
open for a time interyal equal to that required for on 
complete turn of the rotating drum. It purpo C', of cour e, 
i to prevent the mul tiple expo uro of photograph, around 
nnd around the drum on the sme film. Thi bu tter i 
rclea ed by a olenoid, not hO\"1 , acting on an electrical 
impul e from the engine or oLher object being photograph ed. 
The tachometer magneto i conn eeLed to the driving motor 
through 5:1 Lep-dow"n gear. The output of this magneto 
i delivered to the tachometer voltmeter on the electri cal 
control box ; the voltmeter is graduated in r evoluLion per 
minute. Thi tachomet('I' wa carefully calibrated and 
correction haye been applied to the reacli~gs 0 tha t caIDeru 
Ammefer~ .. - - _ .. 
Tachometer 
Voltmete r - _../ 
RheOSTaT - - --
Var lob l e - oUT 
put vol tage 
transformer 
o 6 
11111 11 
Inch es 
Mofor-generaTor set-
peeds reported arc beli e\' d to be accurate to within one-
balf of 1 percen t. 
Ourren t for the direct-current dri"ing mo tor is supplied 
by the motor-genera tor et bolted to the un ler ide of Lbe 
ou tel' tructural tecl framework. The al ternaLula- urrent 
motor of thi motoI'-generaLor et operate on a three-phase, 
50-cycle, 230-Yolt upply. The camera- peed control and 
tar ting-curren t control i by the 'Yard-Leonard control 
y tem, tbe field exc itation of the du'eeL-curren t generator 
being controlled by the rh eo tat mounted on the elec lrical 
con trol box. Thi rhco tat i \I'u'ed a a dropping resi tor. 
The excitation of th direcL-cLlrrent driving moLor i fully 
maintained at all time, When Lhe camera i Lal'tecl , the 
fi eld curren t of the direeL-current generator i, conLinuoli ly 
increa ed at such a rate that its armature currcn t, and the 
armature current of the direct-current dri ,'ula moLor, a 
hown by the ammeter mounted on the eleclrical control 
box, remain con tant at a value equal to 200 or 300 percen t 
of the rated full-load cu rrent of the dri\' ing moLor. After the 
photograph i taken the camera drum i topped by regenera-
ti ,'e bra kUla the rheo taL again being continuou ly acl ju ted 
Lo keep the armature current at a \'ulue of 200 or 300 percent 
of raLed full-load current. The acceleratino- and deceleratino-
'" b periods are each about 2% minutes. 
hown in figure 14 is a yariable-output voltaae tran former , 
which is u eel to control the voltage appli ed to the ligh t 
ource u ed with the amera, The conduit to t he timing 
park gap shown in the pho tograph upplie tbe voltage 
/ r - - - - --Cover plo te and l ens holder 
, r---"-E l ectr l c con dUit to Tlmtng spark 
gap 
",~ "-- --Hous in9 'or ro ta ting drum 
__ ~--- -L lne of s i ght of objeCT i ve le ns 
,,--- " -0. C. dr i Ving mo t or 
, 
/ 
I 
I 
/ 
I' --Tachome fer magneto 
C-86DD 
2-16-45 
FJr. n n: 1 i. - Photogra ph of XA C.\ high-SIJ;l'<'t1 moLion-pic ture ca mera with Slane! and ci('cLri eu i ('Ontrol bo\ . 
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/"- - I-ble in tJn7ing 
spark plug throug 
wh Ich lighf posses 
to rtlm 
- Secorx::l rerocusmg 
le ns 
, 
, 
'~---Plug In 
focus ing hole 
I C-8601 
Inches 2-18-45 
FIGURE I5.-View inside camera housing showing rotating drum wit.h prism~ and film. 
SUl'g for a timing spark that makc a r ecord on the film 
such as wa used in th e in vestigation of referencc 3. In 
that investigation this t iming spark was used to establi h a 
chronological relationship between the events seen on Lhe 
hi i2-'h-speed photograpb ic film and the even ts een on a 
Pl'('ssUl'c-tim(' record of the combustion and knock in an cnginc 
cylinder. 
Figure ] 5 is a yiew insid e the drum hou ing. The cap-
screws that hold the cover plate to thc housing haye bcen 
rcmoved and the cover plate ha been pullcd away from 
the housing on long bolts inscrted temporarily in to the 
housing. The film and the prism on the inside of tb drum 
arc plainly visible. A gla clement of the sccond refocusing 
lens may be sc('n in the bronze holder . The in dicated plug 
in the housing i" removed for focu ing operations. A dental 
mirror is inserted through th (' fo'u ing hole and the image 
on the fi lm is exam in ed through its reflection in the dental 
mlI'l'Ol'. 
Thc inner side of the (,OVCl' plate i een ll1 figLll'e 16. It 
shows the holder for the first refoe usillg len , cast in tegral 
with the covel' plate; the bronze holder for the econd 
refocusing lens; the timing park plug; and a shield for tray 
light, screwed to the holder of Lhe fu· t refocusing len. The 
bronze holder for the second refocusing lens is fastened to the 
holder for the first refocusing lens by two cap crew . Thi 
bronze holder is also fastened to the cover plate wiLh four 
capSCl'ews visible in figures 14 and 15. The hield for Lray 
light has a r ectangular aperLme, not visible in the photo-
c--Holder ror fir s t r e focus ing lens -
'., cast in tegral with cover plate 
Shield for 
stray light- :, 
a 3 
I I 
Inches 
• 
---Bron ze holder for 
: second refo~usin9 
,I lens 
spark 
C-8603 
2-/6-45 
F IGt:I!E IG.- Inner side of camera CO \'cr plute 8!1d lells holder. 
graph, just large enougl> to allow the Ligh t beam to pa s 
through it from the objectivc len to the gla s prisms and 
back again from the glas pri ms to the refocusing len es. 
Thi s shield is machined on it outer surface in such manner 
as to approach do cly at, all point. to the surfaccs of the 
rotating drum, the glass prisms, and the film. 
Figure 17 is an exploded view of the inside of the covel' 
plate and the clemen ts that are mountcd on it. The rec-
tangular aper ure in the stray-ligh t shield i visible in thi 
phoLograph. The first refocLlsing lens SCl' ws in to the holder , 
casL integral wi th the covcr plaLe. The po it ion of the fir t 
refocllsing lens along the axi B B (cc fig. 1) is adj usted 
simply by sCl'ewin O' the lens far ther into or out of the holder. 
Adj u tment of the ccond refocusing lens along the axi 
BB i not made in thi manner becausc of the nrcessity of 
keeping thc optical axis of this lens at an angle of 2 0 with th e 
axi BB. 
Thc second refocu ll1g lcns was- 0 constructed that the 
axi of it ouier cylindrical metal w'face make an angle of 
20 with thc optical axis of the gla element inside the len. 
The hronze holdcr for the ocond refocusing lens has a 
cylindricaJ borc whose axis is B B of figw'c l. The , econd 
refocusing lcns lide within the borc of the bronzc holder, 
without ro tation, in such a mann er that, the outer cylindrical 
meLal urface of thc len is concen tri c with the axi BB but 
with thc optical axis of thc glas clcmen ts always at an angle 
of 20 wiLh the axis BB. The lens is prevenLed from ro tatinO' 
wi th in the bronze holder by a dowcl proj cting lllwarcl from 
the inncr urface of the bolder. Thi dowel fit into a longi-
tudinal slot ill th e outer smfacc of thc len , not vi ible in 
figure 17 but vi ible in figure 1 . Tb e lens is adjusted along 
the axis BB of fis ure 1 by means of the fOCUSlllg barrel hown 
in figurc 17 . Thi focusing barrel is cr iwed onto the out-
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s tray lI ght 
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r - - F ,rST rero cuslng lens 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r - - -ReTam ing nut for barre l 
/ or s econd re rocus i ng lens 
I 
\ 
\ 
Bronze h o l d er ror 
second refocusin9 lens - --7 
I 
I 
I 
L __ -Second rerocus i n9 lens 
L- -FocuS lng barre l 
o 3 
, , 
Inche~ 
C-B6D4 
2 - 18-45 
FIG t: RE l7.-Exploded view of \('IlS assC'mbly and inner side of ca mera CO\'CI' I) latc. 
side of the econd refocusing len. Wb en the lens is a -
em bIrd in the holder , the focusing barrel is free to rotate 
but i constrained axially, on one side by a boulder ma-
chined in side tbe bronze holder and on the other ide by th e 
retaining nut shown in figure 17. The ret,aining nut is 
sere·wed in to the bronze holder just far enough to eliminate 
axial play of the focusing barrel but not far enough to clamp 
th e barrel and preven t rotation. Rotation of the barrel 
caus('s the lens to l ide along the axi B B of figure 1. 
A pho tograph of the two refocusin g lense, wiLh th e 
focus ing barrel mOlmLe( l on tb e second refocusin g lens, 
appears in figm e 18. F igure 19 presen ts a view of the 
rotaling drum with prisms and film mounted. 
Slot used to p revent 
lens rotatIOn -- - ---7 
o 
I I I t I 
Inch 
J'IGUHE IS.- Vicw of the two rcfocusing lenses. 
C-8629 
2-19-4 5 
FIG UnE '9.- Vicw of ro tating drum wi th prisms and film in placc. 
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EXAM PLES OF PHOTOGRAPH TAKE T WITH THE CAMERA 
ome of th c carli c t photograph takcn aL the ratc of 
40,000 frames p CI' ccond in tb e original Lry-ouL of the 
camcraarcl'cprodu('ccl in figurc 20 to 23. They are prcsrnLed 
herc a. an illu tl'ation of the quality of pictures taken of 
uLj ecL malleI' \\'ith \\'bieh mo t readcl are sufficiently 
familiar to allo\\' thcm to draw conclu ions. 
Figure 20 i a shot of an ordinary photographer's J-hoto-
2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
I I 
flash bulb, of the type that i fill cl wiLh alumin urn foil. 
The individual photoO'raph , ot' frames, ar arranged in 
horizonLal row de iguatecl A, B, C, te. The frame in each 
1'0 '" are designated 1, 2, 3, eLe.' Throughout th e_commen! 
on all of thenc figut'(' individual frame will be de ign aLcd 
frame A- l , mean ing the fir t frame of row A; C- 7, mcaning 
the ev('nth frame of row C; and 0 on . The ord(' I' in which 
tl](' fram e of figure 20 w eI' cxpos('(l i from left to r iO'h t 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0 
C -9450 
3 -29 -45 
C -94 51 
3 -2 9 -4 5 
FIG l' RE 20.-Sh0t of combustion of nn ordinary phOtoOash bu lb taken at 40.000 frames per second" ith thc N .\ C_\ high-speed motion-picture ca mera. 
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Lhl'ouO'h row A, frame A- 1 tlu'ough A- 20; Lhen from lefL to 
r ight through r OW B, frame B- 1 through B- 20; and 0 on to 
row R, frames R- 1 Lhrough R- 20. The seri e contain 
:360 frames in all ; only 12 fram es wrre lost in the opening 
and clo ing of the external shuLter . 
Th e fla h of the pho tofl a 11 bulb IS by no mean in tan-
tan eoll . Th e en tire eri~s of fi gure 20 how only the 
e'arlie t stage of the fla"h , thaI, i , the period from the' be-
ginning of the combustion of he aluminum foil until th e 
entire bulb h a become incand cen t. lower motion pi c-
ture have hown that th e duraLion of th e entin fl ash of th e 
bulb is apl roximately 10 t ime a long a th e period covered 
by the pho tograph of figurc 20 . 
Figure 21 and 22 each show the explosion of a large fire-
cracker . The firecracker was seL oft' by a heavy jolt of ele -
tric current through a fine wire threaded from one end of the 
fir crackel' 1,0 th other. The camera shutter wa tripped by 
the same electri c impul e that fired the firecracker. In 
figure 21 , fir e had already begun to blowout of th end of 
th r fir e'cra ck rr a t the Lim e' the b utt !'!' opeJ1.ed at fram !' 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A 
B 
c 
A- S. The wall of the firecracker began to bt' ak an I to 
allow flame to escape from the ide of th fir ecracker at 
fram e 8- 9, 500 micTo e('onds af tcr the opening of Lh e shut-
ter . In the 25-miero econd interval between frame 8- 9 
and 8- 10, th e flame made very con iderable progress out 
through the ide of the fir ecracker. In frame B- 10 the ide 
\\~all may be seen to have rup tured at two point simulLan-
ously. AfLer fram e' 8- 10 Lhe photographs are of very poor 
quali ty b cause of the ow rlappuw of the ucce ive frame. 
This overlapp ing could ea ily have been p l'e \~e n Led by moun t-
inO' a framing creen j II t in front of the firecracker , b eL-weeD 
the fir cracker and the camera. The intended u e -of the 
camera, however , wa 1'e arch on combll Lion aDd knock 
in the engine cylinder , and no eHor t was made Lo obtain the 
hes t pos ible photographs of fir ecracker . In spite of the 
ovel'lappmg of exposure , a portion of the firecracker ide-
\\~all can b e seen beinO' blo\,,rn away from the original po ition 
of the firecracker in fram es B- 11 to C- 12. 
moke wa already i uing from the lower end of lhe fire-
crack er a t tb 0 ti mr of exp ::>S Ul'e of frame A- l of figurc 22. 
9 10 I I 12 13 14 15 16 
C -9 448 
3 -29- 45 
r F WU II E 21.- Shot of exploding fil'ecrack.'r showing simult3ncous rupturo of sidc wall at two points, taken at 40,000 frames per seco nd with the N A C.\ h igh-speed motion-picturc camera. 
2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 
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9 10 \I 12 13 14 15' 16 
C~ 9449 
3 -29 ' 45 
FIG URE 22.-Sbot of explorling firecracker showing smoke issuing from ends beforc fla me bccomes \ .sible, taken a t. 40,000 fra mes per econd with the N AG:\. hl;lh-spcc l motion-picture ca ll1~ l'l\ . 
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Vi ible flame began Lo ue from the upper end of the fire-
cracker 100 to 125 micro econds later, frame A- 5 or A-6. 
~\'Lout 325 micro econds later, fr ame 8- 2 or B-3, flame began 
to blowout of the lower end of the fu·eeracker. F lame then 
spewed out of both end of the firecracker for 450 micro-
econd before the sidewall finally failed at framr C- 5. 
After frame C-6 or C- 7 the photograph are meaninglc 
partly because of the overlapping of exposures and perhaps 
partly because there was actually litLle detail to be een in 
the mas of flamr and moke b etween the firecracker and the 
camera. 
Figure 23 is a photographic hot of a high-grade shuLter of 
the conventional between-the-Irn Lype. The shutter fir t 
began to open at frame A- 4 and was completely closed at 
fram e H- 15. The total partly open time was therefore 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 
almost trouble-frre en · ice. On one occasion a proo-re ive 
deterioration of the defmition of the photograph wa found 
to be cau cd by the un crewing of an element of one of th e 
refocu ing lenses. The un crewing of the clement wa 
caused by vibration. Provi ion was u b eq uenLly made to 
lock all element permanently in po ition. On a few occa-
sions the film ha become detached from the camera drum 
and torn to heeds. No harm to any part of the camera has 
eyer re ulted from this mishap. \. cleaning ou t of the 
camera i , of course, required . 
The original adju tment of the first and second rcfoeu iug 
lenses require the attention of an e;\.'}Jelt . Once the adjust-
ments arc made the operation of the camera is no more 
difficult than Lhe operation of a cOlwentional camera. 
The general opinion among observers of the motion 
10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 
G 
•• :····****1**·«··* 
H 
****** •.. C-944 7 
3 ·29-45 
FIGl"lIE 2~ .-Sh0t of high·spe~d camera sh utler of between-the-Iens fype, set for 1/500 second, taken at 40,000 frames per second witb the 1\.\OA high·speed malian-picture camera . 
3275 microseconds, or about, half ao-ain as mu h a the 
1/500- econd intelTal for which the shutter was srL. The 
itutter was fir t complrtely open at frame C- 10, and r e-
mained completely oprn Lhrouo-h frame F- 13, an interval of 
1375 microseconds, or about 70 percent of the 1/500- econd 
inLerval for which the shuLter was set. The equivalent fully 
open Lime of the hutter was probably quite close Lo the 
seLLing of 1/500 second. 
CONCLUDI G REMARKS 
In oyer 6 years of sen' ice, the cameras constructed accord-
ing to the principle described have gi\Ten dependable and 
picture produced with the camera appears Lo be that the 
qualiLy i good, if fu ll con ideration i given Lo Lhe speed at 
which the picture were Laken. The quality has been quite 
adequate for the scientific purposes for which the camera 
has been used. The photograph_ have uncovered a con-
siderable amount of n w information concerning the phenom-
enon of knock in the spark-ignition engine. 
AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH L AB ORA 'l'ORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY OOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC 
OLEVELAND, Or·no, November 6, 1945. 
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l 
z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(para.llel 
Sym- to axis) Sym-Designation bol symbol Designation bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X X Rolling ___ ____ L LateraL ___ __ ____ __ ____ Y Y Pitching ______ M N ormaL _____________ Z Z Yawing _______ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L ~M 
0,= qbS Gm = qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Positive Designa- ~m- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y---Z RolL ___ ____ 
'" 
'U P z ___ x PitclL __ _____ (J v q 
X---+Y Yaw ________ or w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
p 
p/V 
V' 
v. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = :D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ ' 9n.. 
pnLF 
p 
O. 
7J 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= fV6 
pn 
5/ V 5 
Speed-power coefficient=-y ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-I(2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=0.9863 hp 
1 mph=0_4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi= 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
